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Nowadays public opinion has become prominent when political leaders have themselves to vote. Even
scientific or economical decisions are often taken more in accordance to these trends than to rational
reasons. For a long time it has been widely accepted that a clear and pedagogical explanation was enough
to make scientific issues understandable.

For nearly 20 years, a true scientific and professional communication has been developed in France
towards the general public to make nuclear industry acceptable. Nevertheless today, we notice that the
acceptance of the nuclear option has lost many points in public polls. An accident, in the nuclear fields or
in another fields, in one point or another of the planet can ruin the work of many years in communication.

1) In order to draw a more precise picture of public opinion, to follow these trends and make them more
understandable, the CEA communication direction has built a « public opinion barometer » dealing
with the following fields :

-Information on nuclear fields
-The nuclear actors
-The future of nuclear option
-Radioactive waste
-Risks perception
-Nuclear energy and other sources of energy
-Economy and nuclear power
-Image of nuclear

2) Come and visit our labs to make up your own opinion: As communication methods through the
classical media has, up to now, failed in changing public opinion regarding nuclear, the decision was
made to offer to people the opportunity to meet searchers at work.400 «Communicating
researchers » to day are volunteers to receive the public .They are trained to be able to explain their
work to non specialists ; they receive documents dealing with current events to help them answer to
questions and they are invited to an annual general meeting (last one in January 2001).85 laboratories
are opened (civil and military ones).In 2000, nearly 10 000 visitors have come to us.

In 2001, new additional operations will be lead toward young people, teachers, associations...
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